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Abstract—Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) serve as landmarks
where many network service providers meet to obtain reciprocal
connectivity. Some of them, especially the largest, offer route
servers as a convenient technology to simplify the setup of a
high number of bi-lateral peerings. Due to their potential to
support a quick and easy interconnection among the networks of
multiple providers, IXPs are becoming increasingly popular and
widespread, and route servers are exploited increasingly often.
However, in an ever-growing level of market competition, service
providers are pushed to develop concerns about many aspects
that are strategic for their business, ranging from commercial
agreements with other members of an IXP to the policies that
are adopted in exchanging routing information with them.
Although these aspects are notoriously sensitive for network
service providers, current IXP architectures offer no guarantees
to enforce the privacy of such business-critical information. We
re-design a traditional route server and propose an approach to
enforce the privacy of peering relationships and routing policies
that it manages. Our proposed architecture ensures that nobody,
not even a third party, can access such information unless it is
the legitimate owner (i.e., the IXP member that set up the policy),
yet allowing the route server to apply the requested policies
and each IXP member to verify that such policies have been
correctly deployed. We implemented the route server and tested
our solutions in a simulated environment, tracking and analyzing
the number of exchanged control plane messages.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Organizations that offer Internet-based services (Internet
Service Providers, Content Delivery Networks, etc.) join the
Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) in order to quickly and easily
reach a number of other parties networks, and gain the level
of connectivity they need [1]. However, such organizations
are usually concerned with business-critical aspects for which
IXPs do not currently provide any technical solutions. These
aspects include, among the others: (i) privacy of the peering relationships, which are an evidence of the existence
of commercial agreements; (ii) privacy of routing policies,
which determine what kind of traffic can flow between peering
partners; (iii) security of the network infrastructure (links,
devices), that might be traversed by sensitive traffic.
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Currently, IXPs offer a very useful service, called Route
Server (RS). An RS allows each member connected to an IXP
to easily exchange traffic with other members by establishing
a peering session with the RS, instead of having one peering
with each other member he wants to be connected to. Peering
sessions are handled by the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP),
the standard interdomain routing protocol. Surely, this functionality significantly reduces the effort needed by the IXP
members to connect to the Internet.
Ensuring the privacy and correctness of Internet peering
policies is a desired requirement for many Internet entities as
this information reflects business relationships, such as commercial agreements, which must comply with stringent Service
Level Agreements (SLAs). Very often, RS functionalities are
mainly leveraged by small providers and Content Delivery
Networks (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5]) since these players have strong
interests in connecting to many IXP members by just setting
up a single BGP peering with RS. On the other hand, big
Internet players, with very few exceptions (e.g. Google [2]),
tend to not have BGP peerings with an RS. We argue that this
trend is the result of exposing an IXP member to a potential
violation of privacy in terms of BGP policies when peering
with an RS. In fact, each peering policy would be stored within
appropriate data structures at the RS and, potentially, these can
be altered by a malicious software. As a result, most Tier-1
ISPs require their peers to sign Non Disclosure Agreements
(NDAs) when peering with them [6].
In this paper, we present PrIXP, an RS system that improves
both the privacy guarantees of confidential peering information
and the security of the RS. Our key idea is to prevent the RS
from locally storing any BGP policies. Instead, the RS queries
routing policies in on-demand manner by means of a second
communication channel that we instantiate between the RS and
each IXP member. Namely, each time the RS performs a routing operation, it leverages this extra channel to retrieve from
each member its routing policies such as the set of member
neighbors that should receive certain routing information and
the local preference over routes of each member. To guarantee
the correct execution of the BGP routing protocol at the RS, we
leverage Intel proprietary Software Guard eXtensions (SGX)
technology [7], which allows external entities to attest that a
remote software has not been tampered by a malicious attacker.
Finally, to enable incremental deployment, we discuss a BGP
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compatible mechanism that can be used in place of the extra
channel, thus requiring no hardware modifications at the IXP
member side.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
provide an overview of a common real-world architecture of
a route server deployed inside IXPs. In Sec. III, we describe
our system in detail, presenting a complete example of an
interaction between the route server and the IXP members
connected to it. In Sec. IV, we address the security issues
associated with peering with a traditional RS by describing
our solution for allowing any IXP member to check the
integrity of the RS. In Sec. V, we evaluate our system by
using a real-world trace of BGP updates from one of the
largest IXP worldwide. In Sec. VI, we review the most relevant
contributions related to Internet routing privacy and security.
Finally, we draw conclusions and future work in Sec. VII.
II. BACKGROUND : ROUTE S ERVER A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the typical architecture of a RS
service offered to the members of an IXP (e.g. [8]). To the
best of our knowledge, many large IXPs such as DE-CIX,
AMS-IX, and NYIIX are currently using RS implementations
based on that architecture.
Before entering into the details, we introduce terminology and definitions that will be largely used throughout the
paper. We define the RS-software as the piece of software
implementing the RS functionality and the RS-machine as the
physical hardware that runs the RS-software. We also define
the peering LAN as the local network managed by the IXP
where its members connect and establish BGP peerings among
themselves and with the RS-software.
In a standard scenario, each member of an IXP establishes a
number of bi-lateral BGP peerings with all the members with
whom it has agreed to exchange network traffic for certain IP
prefix destinations. Such bi-lateral peerings usually correspond
to commercial agreements between the involved parties. In
contrast to this approach, many IXPs provide RS services as a
convenient alternative for their members to simplify the setup
of peerings while optimizing the operation of the BGP control
plane. Indeed, RSes reduce the configuration effort required
by network operators to join and manage many bi-lateral BGP
sessions at large IXPs, since having a single BGP peering with
the RS is enough to be connected with the other members.
We now describe the set of operations that an IXP member
should perform in order to make use of RS services. First,
the IXP member establishes a single BGP peering towards the
RS-machine with the RS-software, which is responsible for
forwarding any BGP announcements according to the routing
policies configured by the members. The above scenario is
denoted as a multi-lateral peering, where the RS acts as the
center of a star topology where the members are called clients.
The architecture of an RS-software is shown in Fig. 1.
In this figure, AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS4 are members of
the IXP, each of them connected to the IXP using a BGPspeaking router, where the dashed lines labeled B1, B2, B3,
and B4 represent BGP peering sessions. Each of these routers
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Fig. 1. Reference architecture of route server.

independently keeps a routing table that stores the IP prefixes
coming from its own network, as well as those received from
its multi-lateral peers through the RS. The rounded dashed
box labeled “RS-software” represents an instance of the RS
routing software, where the contents of the box depict the most
important data structures that are maintained by the software
and the channels used to move data among these structures.
We now describe each basic component represent in the figure.
Tables. The basic data structures maintained by an RS are
BGP tables. A BGP table contains a set of routing entries,
each of them consisting of an IP prefix and the BGP message
announcing that prefix. Multiple entries for the same prefix
may exist, though only one of them is marked as the best
one that should be propagated to the other members. For each
member, an RS-software keeps a distinct table that stores all
the routes that are announced towards that client from other
clients. In order to support the exchange of routing information
among these tables, the RS also maintains a single master
table, which usually aggregates all the routes received from
all the client-specific tables.
Protocols. The RS software leverages different communication
channels for transferring information among tables, called
protocols. BGP routes are exchanged between a client and
one of the member-specific tables inside the RS-software
through a BGP session (lines B1, B2, B3, B4 in Fig. 1).
The routes learned from these sessions can then be propagated
between the different tables using a RS-specific protocol,
which corresponds to the links among the BGP tables (thick
lines P1, P2, P3, and P4 in Fig. 1).
Filters. In order to support arbitrary routing policies, it is also
possible to define filters. A filter is typically a fragment of
code, possibly written in a specific programming language,
that supports evaluation of arithmetic expressions, conditional
statements, etc. Filters are applied on each BGP announcement
ever time they are exchanged through BGP sessions or RSspecific protocols. A filtering operation can have three possible
outcomes: (1) forwarding the announcement, (2) modifying
some attributes in the announcement before forwarding it,
and (3) dropping the announcement. Filters can be statically
configured within the RS software by the IXP operators. This
practice is commonly adopted for limiting the risk of IP-prefix
hijacking. The common way to perform filtering is encoding
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the set of members to whom a routing announcement must
be sent via specific BGP attributes that are attached to the
announcement itself, i.e., via BGP communities, where each
BGP community simply consists of a pair (x, y) of values.
We define a whitelist export policy as the set of members
(AS 1, . . . , AS N) encoding all members that are allowed
to receive a BGP announcement. A whitelist is expressed
by a sequence of community values starting with a special
community (0 : IXP id), followed by a sequence of other
community values (IXP id, AS i), for each i = 1, . . . , N
representing all members to which forward the announcement.
In the same way, we define a blacklist export policy as a
sequence of community values encoding the set of ASes
(AS 1, . . . , AS N) that should not receive a BGP announcement. A blacklist always starts with a special community
(IXP id : IXP id) and it is followed by a pair (0, AS i),
for each member that is denied to receive the announcement.
Best Route Selection and Propagation. Unless filters enforce
restrictions, the adoption of a specific internal protocol, as
explained before, causes all BGP routes to be copied between
the tables it links, retaining all their attributes and including
non-best routes. Each best route for a member is computed
using the information gathered in its specific member routing
table. This strategy allows IXP operators to overcome the wellknow problem known as path hiding, which arises whenever
filters are applied [9], [8]. This is a well-known problem that
might affect members if the RS-software acts as a standard
BGP router, where a single master route table is used to
collect all the route announcements and to compute a unique
best route for all the customers. For example, consider the
case in which there are four members (AS1, AS2, AS3,
and AS4) connected to a RS-machine through a multi-lateral
peering. An IP prefix π is announced by AS1 and AS2 and
the latter one defines a restricted policy that prevents AS3
to receive the announcement containing π. Also, suppose that
the RS-software runs the best route process only considering
the routes contained in the master table and that computation
selects the route passing through AS2 as the best one. In this
case, this route is only advertised to AS4, leaving AS3 without
any route towards π, even though a route passing through AS1
exists. Breaking down the master table into per-member tables
makes possible to run independent best route computation on
each member table, preventing the above situation to happen.
Although the BGP configuration language allows routes to be
ranked based on the local preferences of each member, today’s
RSes do not support this mechanism and the best route is
computed based on a global ranking, as defined in [10].
III. E NFORCING P RIVACY OF ROUTING P OLICIES
In this section, we describe how PrIXP improves the level
of privacy for the members’ routing policies within an RSmachine. In our system, each member can easily leverage
the RS’s functionalities (e.g. BGP routes dispatch based on
export policies and local-preference tools) while minimizing
the risk of leaking any confidential information. Our system
does not propose an entirely new cryptographic protocol,

but leverages well-established techniques (e.g., TLS, SGX)
to secure channels and performing remote attestation. Those
techniques can be replaced by any equivalent technology.
We observe that current RSes designs (described in Sec. II)
require IXP members to disclose their export policies. In fact,
any peering relationships among the IXP members can be
reconstructed by simply looking at the client-specific routing
tables stored in memory or on disk. In fact, the table of a
member ASx contains all the routes received by other ASes,
thus revealing what are the export policies of each member
towards ASx. Moreover, any enhanced RS service that allows
the IXP member to rank their available routes based on
their specific local preferences would raise additional privacy
concerns. In fact, such services would require each member
to disclose their ranking policies to the IXP.
We now describe the security assumptions and the threat
model on which our system is based. First, we assume that
the attacker does not have visibility of data traffic. Namely, an
attacker cannot eavesdrop the packets sent through the peering
LAN of the IXP in order to infer the peering relationship
among the members. Second, we assume that the attacker
operates on the RS-machine during a short time interval in
which he tries to take a snapshot of as much information as
possible from the content stored in the route server system,
possibly tampering the RS-software itself.
Our system is based on the following principles. The only
information that is stored within the PrIXP RS is the one
needed to maintain the established BGP sessions with the IXP
members and, for each announced prefix, the set of members
that have a route towards it. The routing policies of the IXP
members are never permanently stored by the RS-software
inside the RS-machine so as to minimize the risk of privacy
breaching. In contrast, these policies are asked to the members
in response to the reception of a BGP announcement that has
to be dispatched. We make use of an extra communication
channel for retrieving this information, which can be set up
using standard techniques (e.g. SSL/TLS). We observe that,
in order to minimize the modification required at the member
side, it would be worth to investigate how to implement
this channel by tweaking the BGP protocols. The idea is
to leverage Conditional Route Advertisement, a BGP route
dissemination feature that allows to conditionally announce
one or more prefixes upon the reception of some specific
routes. Such a feature is currently supported by important
vendors, as shown in ([11], [12]).
The extra communication channel is used by the PrIXP RS
to query each member for the following information: (i) the
export policies of a routing announcement (e.g. the set of
members to whom a route should be propagated) and (ii) the
local preferences over routes of each BGP member that is
entitled to receive a BGP message. We now provide a detailed
description of the operations performed by the PrIXP.
A Complete Example. A simplified scenario that we use to
illustrate how our system works is depicted in Fig. 2. The
RS-machine is placed in the middle of the drawing, while
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Fig. 2. The architecture of an IXP infrastructure.
Fig. 3. Architecture for checking the integrity of the RS software.

the three members (M1, M2, and M3) are connected to the
IXP physical infrastructure. For our convenience, we assume
that M1, M2, and M3 are also the identifier of the three
members, respectively. The rounded rectangle containing the
whole drawing represents the peering LAN and we assume
that the peering LAN consists of a single switch. Each dashed
line represents a BGP session, whereas dotted lines represent
the extra communication channel used by PrIXP to query
each member. To make use of the RS’s functionalities, each
member establishes a BGP session with the RS-software. Each
member can still establish bi-lateral BGP sessions with the
other members as in traditional RSes.
Once all the BGP connections are established, members can
use them to exchange routing information among each other.
For instance, suppose that M1 and M2 send an announcement
towards an IP prefix π to the RS-software, which is responsible
for dispatching it according to the members’ routing policies.
Upon receiving this message, PrIXP asks M1 for the exportpolicy. Member M1 replies to this request by communicating
a set of BGP communities encoding a policy that allows
the RS-software to advertise the announcement to M3. After
delivering the message, the RS-software stores in its memory
that it received a route for π from M1, but it deletes any other
additional information (e.g. the export policies and the BGP
attributes contained in the announcement).
Now, suppose that also M2 sends an announcement towards
π to the RS-software. When the RS-software receives that
message, it checks whether there exist other routes announced
towards π. Then, it asks each member that announced a
route towards π (M1 and M2) for the export policies of
their announcement using the extra communication channel.
Member M1 communicates again that its announcement must
be announced to M3, while M2 instructs the RS-software to
propagate its message to both M1 and M3. Upon receiving
the export policies, the RS-software knows which routes can
be exported to each member. In order to select the best one,
the RS-software asks each member with at least two available
routes for the local-preference of each route announcement.
In our case, the RS-software asks M3 to provide the ranking
over the routes announced by M1 and M2. Once M3 provides
its local preference, the best route is sent to M3. As for M2,
the only route that is available to be exported to it is the one
through M3, which is then propagated accordingly. Note that,
this last step is performed over the BGP peering. After that
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computation, the RS-software discards all the information used
to propagate the routes, except for the mapping between routes
and members who announced them. This operations allows
us to minimize the risk of leaking routing policies whenever
an attacker can observe the state of the RS-software for a
short interval of time. Note that having a single BGP decision
process for each member makes our RS-software not affected
by the path hiding problem.
IV. D ISCUSSION ON S ECURITY I SSUES
In this section, we describe some security considerations,
addressing the problem of how a member can verify that
the RS-software has not been tampered or replaced by another malicious software. To minimize the risk of leaking
confidential information, we assumed in Sec. III that each
member is connected to a trusted execution of the PrIXP RSsoftware. Under our threat model, we assume that the attacker
may quickly replace the RS-software to collect confidential
information that can be read by the attacker next in the future.
For this reason, we also define an RS security architecture,
depicted in Fig. 3, which is based on recent advancements
in remote attestation protocols. A trusted authority issues a
certified version of the RS-software that each member can
verify on its local machine, implemented according to the
description of the PrIXP system in the previous system,
represented by a triangle in the picture. Unfortunately, to allow
all the IXP members to be able to check that at any time the
RS-software is behaving as expected, having just a certified
version of the RS-software is not enough, because a member
does not have any tools to attest at any time that exactly the
certified version of the software is running. Indeed, an attacker
can suitably replace that certified version of the RS-software.
To solve this problem, we rely on the recent advancements on
Remote Attestation, which allows changes to the RS-software
to be detected by authorized parties. Intel Security Guard
eXtension (SGX) [7] is an example of a technology that allows
programmers to implement remote attestation procedures.
Each SGX program needs a proof to be executed on a SGXenabled machine. In our architecture, the trusted authority
provides to the RS-machine an SGX program and a proof
P , respectively depicted by the circle and the lock in Fig. 3.
The integrity check works as follows. First, the RS-machine,
which has an SGX processor, sends to trusted authority a
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V. E XPERIMENTS
To assess the effectiveness of PrIXP, we simulated our
system (available at [13]) using a trace of BGP updates from
one of the largest IXP worldwide with several hundreds of
members whose name cannot be disclosed in this paper. Our
simulation aims at estimating how much overhead our methodology introduces in terms of BGP control plane messages.
We do not measure CPU overhead or memory utilization,
since we do not expect both of them to be a bottleneck as
PrIXP only uses simple access to data structures and stores
less information than traditional RSes.
First, we implemented a prototype RS-software written in
Python, as depicted in Fig. 4, including a decision process
acting according to the route dispatching mechanism described
in Sec. III. To easily manipulate BGP messages within the
RS-software, we relied on ExaBGP [14], a software tool for
easily interfacing and managing BGP sessions in a convenient
JSON format. The input of our simulation is a dump of all
the routes announced inside a big European IXP in a one
hour time interval. We ran two different experiments: the first

Fig. 4. Architecture of our RS-software prototype implementation.
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one using a traditional RS-software that does not guarantee
any privacy, and the second one using PrIXP. During each
experiment, we collected the number of exchanged messages
to quantify the communication overhead due to the extra
channel communication. To put ourselves in the worst-case
condition, we assumed that each member is willing to send
its route announcements to any other member.
The percentage of members that received at least a certain amount of BGP announcements from the RS-software
is depicted in Fig. 5. The red line refers to the standard
RS-software, whereas the black one represents the CDF for
our methodology. We see that in PrIXP around 95% of the
members received roughly 5000 BGP announcements more
that with respect to the standard RS-software, which is an
overhead by a factor of 1.5. We argue that this amount of
overhead is affordable for a member, considering the time
interval taken into account. The number of messages sent by
each member to the RS-software is depicted in Fig. 6. Note
that the red line is now very close to the leftmost part of
the graph, showing that only a few members announce many
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request to obtain the RS-software, the SGX program and the
proof P. This is represented as the step 1 in the figure. Upon
receiving this request, the trusted authority sends back to the
RS-machine the RS-software, the SGX program and the proof
P . This is step 2 in the figure. At this point, the RS-machine
owns all the necessary pieces to correctly run the verified RSsoftware. This task is accomplished by the SGX program that
can run if and only if the proof P has been verified (step 2.1).
In order to guarantee that the RS-machine will run the correct
version of the RS-software, the SGX-program will check that
the hash of the RS-software to be executed corresponds to the
one that is hard coded in the SGX-program retrieved from the
central authority (step 2.2). At this point, whenever a member
wants to check the integrity of the RS-software, it asks the
trusted authority for the proof P , which is denoted as step 3
in the figure. Upon receiving the proof P , a member performs
a remote attestation against the SGX program running at the
RS-machine by using the proof P (steps 4 and 5 in the picture).
Since the proof P used by a member for the remote
attestation is the same used by the SGX program at the RSmachine to run the RS-software, the operation succeeds. If
an attacker aims at replacing the RS-software, he must also
replace the SGX program, otherwise the hash-check would
not allow him to run its own RS-software. This implies that
a new proof P must be provided to the SGX-machine in
order to run the malicious SGX-program. At this point, if the
attackers succeed in running its malicious SGX-program and
RS-software, the remote attestation performed by any member
using the proof P would fail, as the SGX-machine would alert
the user the SGX program is not the legitimate one.
In this paper, we do not propose any new cryptographic
protocol, but we leverage well-established techniques (e.g.
TLS for the extra communication channel and SGX for remote
attestation). Those techniques can be replaced by any equivalent technologies without altering the PrIXP functionalities.
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routes, while the vast majority of the IXP members are not
involved in sending many BGP routes. In this case, we observe
a significant increase in terms of number of messages, since
that amount includes the messages exchanged on the extra
communication channel in order to ensure privacy at the RSsoftware, which is not guaranteed in the standard approach. We
argue that it is due to the fact that the PrIXP does not store in
memory any routing information at the RS, thus forcing the
members to send them when required.
To allow members to verify the integrity of the RS-software,
we used OpenSGX ([15], [16]), an open source implementation
of SGX. This experiment aims at verifying that the remote attestation mechanism described in Sec. IV behaves as expected.
We produced a hash value of the PrIXP implementation. Then,
we wrote an SGX program that executes the RS-software
only if the hash of the RS-software corresponds to the one
of the precomputed hash. To generate the proof P of the
SGX program, we used a key issued by the trusted authority,
according to Fig. 3. We ran the SGX program on a virtual
machine acting as RS-machine. After checking the checksum
of the RS-software, our SGX program successfully executed it.
At that point, we tried to perform a remote attestation from an
external client towards the SGX program running on the RSmachine. To do that, we provided the trusted proof P from the
external machine to the SGX one, and in that case, the remote
attestation succeeded. After that, we altered the code of the
RS-software, and the SGX program detected the change as it
did not run the malicious RS-software. As the final step, we
executed on the RS-machine a malicious SGX program with
a proof P 0 generated using a malicious key, with an altered
version of the RS-software. The member detects that the RSsoftware was tampered since the remote attestation fails.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we overview the most relevant work to
ours along two dimensions: (i) securing the Internet routing
computation and (ii) preserving the privacy of the routing
policies on the Internet.
Security of Internet routing. Several attempts have been
made by the Internet community in order to secure the Internet
routing from malicious activity such as IP-prefix hijacks and
similar attacks. The set of techniques developed to curb
these malicious activities range from Resource Public Key
Infrastructure (RPKI) [17], which is used to verify whether
the originator of a BGP announcement is the legitimate one,
to Secure BGP (S-BGP) [18], which allows any entity to verify
the authenticity and authorization of BGP control traffic. We
note that, beyond large-scale deployment issues with these
techniques, none of them can actually be used to guarantee the
IXP network will correctly propagate the BGP announcements.
The IXP operator can still (i) do not propagate a BGP route or
(ii) select any of its known routes as the best one. Nevertheless,
an implementation of a RPKI-based route server is in [19].
Several efforts have been made to improve the level of
security offered by RPKI and S-BGP. These efforts include the
most closely related work to ours, SPIDER [20], which devised
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a distributed mechanism that allows the peers of a network
to verify a number of nontrivial properties of its interdomain
routing decisions (such as adherence to the BGP protocol)
without revealing any additional information (beyond those
revealed by the underline protocol, i.e., BGP). When casting
this mechanism in the IXP setting, SPIDER allows each IXP
member to verify that the IXP is not deviating from the BGP
protocol (i.e., sending non-best routes), but it requires the IXP
members to disclose their routing policies to the IXP operator.
Privacy of Internet routing. In [21] and [22], Secure MultiParty Computation (SMPC) techniques have been used in
order to compute Internet routing paths without revealing to
any party the routing policies of the Internet entities. SMPC
is a branch of cryptography that studies the problem of
computing a function over their inputs while keeping those
inputs private. As the authors themselves recognize [21], the
main drawback of using SMPC lies in the inherent difficulty
of scaling it to a large number of participants, as the computational and communication complexity easily becomes a
bottleneck, especially when the SMPC function is required to
be robust against malicious attackers.
Kim et al. [23] make extensive use of Intel SGX to preserve
the privacy of ISPs’ policies and to guarantee the correct
propagation of BGP announcements. SGX is a proprietary
hardware-based mechanism that allows programmers to create
enclaves of memory by means of special processor’s instructions. In order to limit our dependency with a proprietary
building block, we use SGX to remote attestation only, providing the privacy of routing policy in a distributed manner.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
During the last decade, IXPs emerged as economically
advantageous solutions for interconnecting multiple Internet
entities. While RS services have been deployed at IXPs to ease
the operators from the burden of managing hundreds of BGP
sessions, the usage of such services have been hindered by
the privacy concerns regarding the disclosure of the members’
routing policies to external commercial parties such as the IXP.
In this paper, we designed PrIXP, an RS service that
allows to redistribute BGP routing information according to
the import/export policies specified by the IXP members while
minimizing the risk of leaking that information to any curious
or malicious entity. We demonstrated that PrIXP has little
message overhead compared to traditional non-secure RSes
and it requires only minor modifications at the members’ side.
In the next future, we plan to pursue the following directions. First, we intend to improve our prototype implementation, aiming at reducing the control plane overhead introduced
by the current version and assessing the computational overhead in our system. Second, we will extend our experimental
setup to in order to gather information about other relevant
metrics such as the time spent by a member to receive the
legitimate routes. Finally, we will devote our efforts towards
eliminating any hardware modification at the members side in
order to ease the deployment of PrIXP at any IXP by tweaking
the BGP protocol.
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